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				Learn to develop bots with zero coding knowledge using the Azure Cognitive QnA Maker service, a GUI cognitive service from Microsoft. This book shows you how to integrate QnA Maker with the Azure Bot Service and Microsoft Bot Framework, along with how to integrate your bot with social channels such as Web Chat, and Telegram.

			
				You will learn what QnA Maker is, why you should use this service in enterprise settings, when you should use this service, and how you should use the service. Developing Bots with QnA Maker Service takes you through the QnA Maker FAQ knowledge base with Azure Bot Service, where you will discover how to get started with a web app bot using the Azure portal. This section culminates in deploying your bot on Azure Web App, making your bot live. 

			
				Next, you will learn QnA Maker with the .NET Framework and Visual Studio 2017 along with ways to manage QnA Maker service post deployment. Finally, you will learn how to add media content including videos and images to the QnA Maker knowledge base.

			
				After reading this book you will be able to develop bots using the latest .NET Framework, Visual Studio 2017, and the Microsoft online code editor. 

		

		
			What You Will Learn

		
				
					Customize QnA Maker default components, using the Azure portal
	
					Work with Microsoft Bot Framework
	
					Develop and integrate FAQ bots with Azure Bot Service
	
					Manage FAQ bots using the .NET Framework and the Azure portal


		

		
			Who This Book Is For

		


		
			Developers/architects with an interest in building chatbots.
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Too Soon To Tell: Essays for the End of The Computer Revolution (Perspectives)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Based on author David A. Grier's column "In Our Time," which runs monthly in Computer magazine, Too Soon To Tell presents a collection of essays skillfully written about the computer age, an era that began February 1946. Examining ideas that are both contemporary and timeless, these chronological essays examine the revolutionary nature of...
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Bulletproof Ajax (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2007
Step-by-step guide reveals best practices for enhancing Web sites with Ajax
	A step-by-step guide to enhancing Web sites with Ajax.
	Uses progressive enhancement techniques to ensure graceful degradation (which makes sites usable in all browsers).
	Shows readers how to write their own Ajax...
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Server Architectures: Multiprocessors, Clusters, Parallel Systems, Web Servers, Storage SolutionsDigital Press, 2004
I believe it was the 1992 season while doing a Saturday College Football ESPN scoreboard show when Tim Brando decided to nickname me the “Pony. ” Brando ’ s one of the more talented announcers I ’ ve ever worked with. He ’ s full of bull most of the time, but he loves college football — and that passion comes...
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The Art of Error Correcting CodingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Building on the success of the first edition, which offered a practical introductory approach to the techniques of error concealment, this book, now fully revised and updated, provides a comprehensive treatment of the subject and includes a wealth of additional features. The Art of Error Correcting Coding, Second Edition explores...
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Paleoclimatology, Third Edition: Reconstructing Climates of the QuaternaryAcademic Press, 2014

	Paleoclimatology: Reconstructing Climates of the Quaternary, Third Editionâ€•winner of a 2015 Textbook Excellence Award (Texty) from The Text and Academic Authors Associationâ€•provides a thorough overview of the methods of paleoclimatic reconstruction and of the historical changes in climate during the past three million...
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Advances in Multimedia Information Processing - PCM 2005: 6th Pacific Rim Conference on Multimedia, Jeju Island, Korea, November 11-13, 2005Springer, 2005


	We are delighted to welcome readers to the proceedings of the 6th Pacific-Rim

	Conference on Multimedia (PCM). The first PCM was held in Sydney, Australia, in

	2000. Since then, it has been hosted successfully by Beijing, China, in 2001, Hsinchu,

	Taiwan, in 2002, Singapore in 2003, and Tokyo, Japan, in 2004, and finally Jeju, one...
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